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technology,

as generalised Graph Colouring (GC). The constraints used in

new paradigms for spectrum access can achieve near-optimal

FAP studies were largely binary (restricting the assignments of
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spectrum utilisation by letting each user sense and utilise available spectrum opportunistically while regulating the interference
it imposes on other users through interference constraints. How-

frequency on pairs of transmitters), and were usually derived
from a re-use distance, or an estimation of the effect of inter-

ever, the simplest and most common forms of such constraints

ference on the cell's receivers from another potential interferer

are binary and transmitter-centric, which are often inefcient

[6]. In [7], non-binary constraints were constructed which

since they only consider pair-wise sets of transmitters.

considered the effects of multiple sources of interference from

Hence, we propose a non-binary receiver-centric constraint
model for spectrum access in cognitive radio networks. Such
a

model

is

in

line

with

the

recently

proposed

interference

across the network; these constraints placed restrictions on the
simultaneous spectrum assignment for an arbitrary number

temperature metric that constraints whole subsets of transmit-

of transmitters to ensure that the receivers in the cell all

ters, thereby permitting interfering signals to be introduced

maintained communications of adequate quality.

and enabling additional communication, leading to improved
spectrum utilisation. These constraints are easy to generate and
check, and are currently being used to devise a co-operative
negotiated etiquette for cognitive radios offering heterogeneous
services in a wireless ofce networking scenario.

In this paper, we rene these constraints and develop a
framework for constraint-based approaches to spectrum access
in CR networks. In particular, we propose a non-binary
receiver-centric constraint model in line with the recently
proposed interference temperature metric. We demonstrate

I. I NTRODUCTION
In today's wireless networks, a command and control
approach to spectrum management is deployed, where xed
spectrum slices are licensed to each wireless service / technology. However, recent studies [1] have shown that spectrum
utilisation is 6.5% (0.8%) and 78% (97%) of spectrum is

that our proposed approach may improve spectrum utilisation
compared to traditional transmitter-centric approaches in a
non-licensed spectrum regime.
II. A F RAMEWORK FOR C ONSTRAINT- BASED
A PPROACHES TO S PECTRUM ACCESS

unutilized in urban (rural) areas. This inefcient use of scarce

We consider a distributed deployment of CR-enabled sec-

wireless radio spectrum, along with a dramatic increase in

ondary users over a geographical region, self-congured to

spectrum access for mobile services, have been the driving

form an ad-hoc network and access (or share) spectrum in

forces towards new spectrum management paradigms [2].

a co-operative manner. Without loss of generality, we assume

In the licensed model, an exclusive-use license is assigned
which may be traded in secondary markets. The licensee

that the spectrum band is divided into discrete non-overlapping
and non-interfering channels in the frequency domain.

is responsible for making all substantive choices as to how

Each user has the ability to sense the radio environment

the spectrum is used. In contrast, a non-licensed model that

and determine the available spectrum. As with most proposed

supports the coexistence of primary and secondary users is

spectrum access schemes, we assume that each user has access

enabled by the advent of cognitive radios (CR) [3], [4]. While

to a perfectly synchronized and dedicated (interference-free)

primary users have priority in spectrum access, secondary

Common Signalling Control Channel (CSCC) from which

users can use available spectrum without interfering with

parameters required for spectrum access can be computed

primary users through opportunistic access (overlay) or low

through exchange of signalling messages. Although this is a

power spread-spectrum techniques (underlay). This results in

restrictive assumption, it is commonly adopted in the literature

efcient spectrum usage and simplies deployment of new

of dynamic spectrum access.

applications.

Each user then recongures itself, e.g., in terms of trans-

However, the requirement for spectrum efciency certainly

mission power [8], channel [9] or a combination of both

predates the advent of CR, e.g. [5]. There is a wealth of

[10] to maximize the spectrum utilisation while regulating

literature on solving the Frequency Assignment Problem (FAP)

the interference it imposes on other users. We consider a co-

in cellular networks, key to which is in modelling this problem

channel interference model, where adjacent channel signals

are entirely rejected at each receiver.

The above constraint eliminates the possibility of potential

Interference is typically and traditionally regulated in a

interference to receiver

ri (rj )

from

tj (ti ),

ri (rj )

where

is

transmitter-centric way, which means interference can be

the intended receiver and within the detection range of ti (tj ).

controlled at the transmitter through the transmitted power, the

To illustrate, let us consider a network with 3 transmitting

out-of-band emissions and location of individual transmitters.

users (nodes),

Based on each user's transmission power as well as the topol-

as shown in Fig. 1(a), where the detection range of each

ogy of the network, interference constraints are constructed

transmitter is given by the radius of the dotted circle around it.

and used to determine the spectrum assignment to each user

According to Eq. (1), transmitters t2 and t1 cannot use channel

such that interference remains within acceptable levels. In this

C

section, we formalise the framework for spectrum access using

{t1 , t2 , t3 }

simultaneously while

t1

sharing 3 channels,

and

t3

{A, B , C}

can.

By mapping each channel into a colour, binary transmittercentric constraints such as Eq. (1) can be abstracted into a

constraint-based models.

graph colouring (GC) model [9], based on which channels
A. Terminology

(colours) can be assigned to transmitters in a CR network.

A constraint consists of a scope,

S,

which is a subset of

the variables in a problem; and a relation,

R,

which is a

function or expression describing the simultaneously allowed
(or disallowed) assignments of values to variables in the scope:

C = hS, Ri.

The corresponding GC model for the scenario in Fig. 1(a) is
shown in Fig. 1(b). A label on edge ti −tj indicates channel(s)
unusable simultaneously by transmitters ti and tj according to
Eq. (1). Accordingly, a feasible assignment is given by

A), (t2 , B ), (t3 , C )},

where (ti , J) indicates that node

{(t1 ,
ti is

assigned channel J.

The relation can be expressed extensionally (i.e. as sets of

C. Receiver-centric Constraints

values), or intensionally (i.e. a formulaic expression). In the

Although interference constraints for spectrum assignment

context of spectrum access, the scope for a user is the set of

are typically constructed in a transmitter-centric way to allevi-

transmitting users in its vicinity that may potentially interfere

ate co-channel interference, interference actually takes place at

with its ongoing communication with another user; and the

the receivers. Therefore, recently, a new metric for measuring

relation may specify, say, the channel separations required

interference at the receiver, known as interference temperature

between the user and its interferers to maintain interference

has been suggested by the FCC [15]. While there is still

to within acceptable levels.

controversy over its feasibility and usefulness, we attempt to

Constraints are generally described in terms of their arity,
the number of variables in their scope. Binary constraints
place restrictions on the simultaneously assign-able values

demonstrate its merits towards a constraint-based approach for
dynamic spectrum access.
To illustrate the interference temperature metric, we con-

t1 (t2 )

to particular pairs of variables. A binary constraint problem

sider the scenario in Fig. 1(a) and assume that user

is modelled using only binary constraints. Binary constraint

transmitting in channel A (B) to

models are most common in the literature ([11] and [12] are

P1 (P2 )

good starting treatises on the subject), but there is increasing

the transmission is usually quantied in terms of the carrier-

r1 (r2 )

is

with received power

dB over a noise oor NFA (NFB ). The quality of

interest in non-binary constraints which tackle larger subsets

to-interference (C-Ii,c ) ratio, which measures the ratio of the

of variables in a particular problem than just two [13].

desired received power,

Pi

from transmitter ti at

ri

in channel

c to the sum of unwanted (or interfering) co-channel received
B. Transmitter-centric Constraints

signal power,

The simplest and most common form of interference con-

Ic ,

and the noise oor, NFc . We dene the

communication between ti and

ri in channel c to be admissible

if C-Ii,c

>

widely in the literature on spectrum access in CR networks

Ic < Pi

- C-Ith,i,c - NFc , i.e., the allowable interference in

[14], [9]. In essence, these constraints dene a re-use distance

channel c is given by

between any pair of transmitters; within this distance, the re-

in Fig. 2 for the scenario in Fig. 1(a).

straints are binary and transmitter-centric, and they are used

C-Ith,i,c (termed C-I threshold), or equivalently,

Pi

- C-Ith,i,c - NFc . This is illustrated

By allowing additional interference at each receiver, addi-

use of a channel, or set of channels is not permitted.

ds (ti ,c) as the detection
range (for a receiver) of transmitter ti in channel c, where
ds (ti ,c) increases with the transmission power of user ti and is

tional communication links can be supported in its vicinity

user- and channel-dependent in general since it is constrained

transmitting to

by the activity of primary users.

1(a). Using binary transmitter-centric constraints, according to

Using the notations in [9], we dene

For any transmitter pair (ti ,tj ), the re-use distance for

ds (ti ,c)

+

if Dist(ti ,tj ) is the distance between

ti

channel c is then given by
(or re-use) channel

c

ds (tj ,c). Accordingly,
tj , they can share

and

only if the following condition holds:

for a given spectrum availability, giving rise to improved

t1 is
r1 in channel A according to the scenario in Fig.

spectrum utilisation. For example, let's assume that user

Fig. 1(b), user

t3

will be prohibited from transmitting to

temperature constraint, as long as the co-channel interference
associated with user
C-Ith,1,A - NFA , user

Dist(ti , tj ) > ds (ti , c) + ds (tj , c).

(1)

r3

in channel A. However, with the receiver-centric interference

channel A as well.

t3 's transmission is less than P1 t3 will be able to transmit to r3 in

r2(P2)
t2

Dist(t1,t2)

r1(P1)
t1

A,B

t1

t2

B,C

t1
t3

C

t1

t3

t3
ds(t3,C)

t2

r3(P3)

Channel A

Channel B

Channel C

(a) Transmitter-centric interference constraints
Fig. 1.

t3

t2
ds(t2,C)

(b) Colour-sensitive Graph Coloring Model

(a) An illustration of binary and transmitter-centric interference constraints and (b) the corresponding colour-sensitive graph colouring

model for allocating 3 channels,

{A, B , C}

amongst 3 transmitting users,

{t1 , t2 , t3 }

(represented by vertices). Each dotted circle represents the

interference range of a node and the label on edge i −j indicates spectrum unusable by nodes i and j simultaneously.

distance (similar to the re-use distance for binary transmitter-

P1
Power (dB)

centric constraints) as follows:

Dist(tj , ri ) > f (Pi − C-Ith,i,c − NFc ),

C-Ith,1,A

P2
where f () is a decreasing function. In contrast to the re-use

C-Ith,2,B

distance, the exclusion distance is based on a more realistic
relationship of the strength of the wanted signal, the C-I
threshold (giving us the tolerable interference), and whether
a potential interferer would provide too much interference.

Allowable
interference

Consider a multiple-interferer scenario depicted in Fig. 3,
where

r1 is receiving a signal from t1 while being (co-channel)
t2 , t3 and t4 . Using

interfered by three other transmitters,

NFA

NFB

noise floor

A

Eq. (1), the scope of each binary transmitter-centric constraint

B

frequency

is depicted by the respective dotted circle in Fig. 3(a). The
corresponding scope of each binary receiver-centric constraint,

An interference temperature model to determine the additional

according to Eq. (2), is shown in Fig. 3(b). Assuming symmet-

allowable co-channel interference to enable additional communication

ric transmissions from the interferers and Eq. (2) is satised,

Fig. 2.

without degrading ongoing communication. This is given by

Pi

- C-

Ith,i,c - NFc , where Pi is the received power of the ongoing transmission
from user i in channel c, NFc is the noise oor and C-Ith,i,c is the
carrier-to-interference ratio threshold for admissible call quality.

we have the following situations:
1) If each interferer contributes up to one third of the total
tolerable interference at

t1

and

r1

r1 ,

the communication between

will remain in good quality;

2) If each interferer contributes up to half of the total
1) Binary Receiver-centric Constraints: Having illustrated
the interference temperature metric, we now have a number
of options as to exactly how to map this into receiver-centric
interference constraints. For
received power

Pi

ti

transmitting in channel

at receiver

ri ,

c

with

the maximum tolerable

amount of co-channel interference at

ri

is

Pi

- C-Ith,i,c -

NFc . Accordingly, we can generate a binary constraint (still

ri

to

- C-Ith,i,c - NFc . In other words,

tj

akin to GC models) such that no transmitter
interference beyond
can share channel

c

Pi

with

ti

tj

subjects

only if the following condition

holds:

tolerable interference at

r1 ,

then only two of the in-

terferers may continue to interfere for good quality
communication between

t1

and

r1

to endure;

3) If each interferer contributes more than half of the
total tolerable interference at

r1 ,

then only one of the

interferers may continue to interfere for good quality
communication between

t1

and

r1

to endure.

Hence, we observe that binary receiver-centric constraints
may permit channel assignments that result in inadequate CI for communication. However, we might still place binary
constraints that guarantee the total received interference to be

Pj,i < Pi − C-Ith,i,c − NFc ,

(2)

below the interference temperature limit, provided we know
in advance which pair(s) to restrict. But, in doing so, we may

where

Pj,i

is the received interference power at

ri

from

tj .

This constraint can be re-written in terms of an exclusion

possibly discard solutions to the local problem which may in
fact be desirable.

t3

t1

t3

t1

r1

t1

r1

t3
r1

(a) binary, transmitter-centric

r1
t2
0
0
1

t1
t4
1
0
0

t3
0
1
0

t4

t4

t4

Fig. 3.

t2

t2

t2

(b) binary, receiver-centric

(c) non-binary, receiver-centric

Comparison of interference constraints for a multiple-interferer scenario: (a) Scope of binary transmitter-centric constraints (b) Scope of

binary receiver-centric constraints and (c) Scope of non-binary receiver-centric constraints and an example of a relation comprising three tuples
(right).

2) Non-binary Receiver-centric Constraints: To overcome
the shortcomings of binary constraints, we can instead surround several transmitters with a hyperedge, and form a nonbinary receiver-centric constraint as shown in Fig. 3(c). While
such constraints have been considered previously for cellular
network problems [7], we rene them here for use in CR
networks.

III. C OMPARISON OF M ODELS
In this section, we demonstrate the merits of non-binary
receiver-centric constraint models for spectrum access, and
use this to further justify our position. We will ignore the
simple binary receiver-centric constraints of Section II-C.1.
Though they may work in practice if there is a further
requirement that channel use is well spread out throughout

Let us assume that each interferer provides slightly over one
third of the receiver

r1 's

tolerable interference (which implies

that binary constraints will lead to excessive interference at

r1 according
t2 , t3 and t4

to Section II-C.1). Here the potential interferers
are permitted to be co-channel (have a channel

separation of 0 channels), or non-interfering (have a channel
separation of at least 1 channel) with

t1 .

tuples each specifying an interference relation on the scope

t2 , t3

and

t4 ).

not necessarily suitable assignments in a network.
We term the binary transmitter-centric constraints as CauTious (or CT), since it eliminates the possibility of interference from other transmitters. We term the non-binary receivercentric constraints as Interference Temperature (or IT),
since it accurately maps the possible interference contributions
at a link level to ensure that the interference temperature for

We can now generate a constraint consisting of a set of
of our constraint (here

the available spectrum band, solutions to these constraints are

Each tuple expresses

that link is not met or exceeded.
For

a

given

CR

ter/receiver pairs

network

{ti ,ri }N
i=1 ,

that

comprises

let AC =

N

transmit-

{a1 , a2 , · · · , aN }

be

the minimum separation between channel sets of the wanted

the set of spectrum assignments that satisfy the interference

signal, and that of the unwanted signal from each interferer,

constraints

necessary to maintain required C-I. (The interference budget

C.

We consider the following questions:

1) Does any spectrum assignment

aCT ∈

ACT

=⇒ aCT ∈

can potentially be lled in a number of ways - actually it

AIT ?

doesn't even need to be lled). An example constraint with a

The answer is clearly yes. CT does not permit inter-

relation that comprises three tuples is shown in Fig. 3(c).

ference from any other user at all, whereas IT does,

Let us consider the rst tuple (t2 :0,
imum separation at

t2

and

t3

is

≥

t3 :0, t4 :1).

The min-

0 (i.e. a co-channel

assignment is permitted somewhere on their channels) if and
only if

t4

has a separation of

≥ 1 (i.e. non-interfering) with t1 .

This simple example is symmetrical and so two of the three
devices may interfere provided that the remaining one does
not. Should any of the transmitters have larger separations
in channel space (especially those permitted to be co-channel)
then they contribute less interference so the C-I of the received
signal at

r1

increases.

Due to space constraints, the method for generating constraints will not be described in detail here; however, it should
be noted that a search similar to Depth-rst search with
an enhanced backtracking step designed to explicitly avoid
searching redundant areas of the search tree is used.

provided the total interference is below that tolerable by
the receiver (for a given signal level and C-I threshold).
In the worst case when IT is as restrictive as CT, the
set of potential interferers =

{ }.

Therefore, in the C-I

equation, the interference term is zero, hence C-I is

∞

which is greater than any likely C-I threshold.
2) Does any spectrum assignment

aIT ∈
/

aIT ∈ AIT

exist such that

ACT ?

Again the answer is clearly yes. Suppose we have a
receiver

rj

whose received wanted signal power is

For a particular desired C-I threshold =
spectrum assignment

θ,

Pj .

we have a

aIT ∈
/ ACT as long as the sum of
Ij is such that 0 < Ij <

unwanted interference powers,

Pj
θ .

We can infer from the above discussion that spectrum
access using IT constraints achieves better (or at worst, equal)

spectrum utilisation than (as) that using the CT constraints.

the spectrum efciency to be degraded for both approaches

To support the above inference numerically, we simulate a

once

N

increases beyond a certain threshold,

Nthres .

In ad-

N ={10,20,· · · ,50}

dition, since the receivers are involved in generating receiver-

transmitters deployed randomly over a geographical area of

centric constraints, we expect higher levels of overhead with

× 100m. Each transmitter ti has a common detection
range, ds , leading to a common re-use distance, 2ds ; the
corresponding receiver ri is deployed randomly such that
Dist(ti ,ri )≤ ds . Each communication pair has a common C-I
threshold, θ = {3,6,· · · ,15} dB and the transmission power is

the IT approach due to exchange of signalling messages over

homogeneous CR network that comprises
100m

the minimum level required to satisfy the following condition:

the CSCC.
More extensive numerical results covering broader network
scenarios as well as a rigourous proof for the over-cautiousness
of the CT constraints can be found in the full version of the
paper [17].

Pmin = NF + 20dB,

IV. C ONCLUSIONS AND F UTURE W ORK

where the 20dB margin ensures that the C-I threshold will

With

always be met while possibly allowing additional interference.

paradigms

C = {CT, IT}
mC,N,θ , from which

the

advent

for

of

spectrum

cognitive
access

radio

can

technology,

achieve

new

near-optimal

Next, we generate the interference constraints

spectrum utilisation by letting each user sense and utilise

and construct the channel assignment

available spectrum opportunistically while regulating the in-

we can determine the minimum number of channels needed,

C.

NumChC,N,θ , to solve

and most common form of interference constraints are binary

We plot NumChC,N,θ (averaged over 1000 simulation runs)
as a function of

N

for

θ

terference it imposes on other users. Although the simplest

= 9 dB and as a function of

θ

N

and transmitter-centric, they are often inefcient since they

=

only consider pair-wise sets of transmitters. Hence, we propose

IT result in

a non-binary receiver-centric constraint model for spectrum

a lower spectrum requirement than CT since IT permit some

access in cognitive radio networks. Such a model is in line

interference (subject to the C-I threshold) while CT do not

with the recently proposed interference temperature metric that

permit any co-channel interference at all.

constraints whole subsets of transmitters, thereby permitting

30 in Fig. 4. We observe that, for a given (N ,

θ),

for

As the network becomes more congested (i.e., as

N

in-

interfering signals to be introduced and enabling additional

the spectrum requirement increases using

communication, leading to improved spectrum utilisation. This

both types of constraints. This is expected since the likelihood

is shown in this paper through numerical experiments. How-

of mutual interference increases as more users are commu-

ever, since the receivers are involved in generating receiver-

nicating within a xed geographical area. Since IT permit

centric constraints, we expect higher levels of overhead com-

some interference (subject to the C-I threshold) while CT do

pared to transmitter-centric approaches.

creases for xed

θ),

not permit any co-channel interference at all, the increase in

We have implemented an efcient model of non-binary

spectrum requirement is more gradual with IT and the gain

constraints which are simple and fast to both generate and

achieved with IT compared with CT increases as the network

test. Our code is able to generate constraints of arbitrary arity

becomes more congested.

(i.e. for random networks), and whose C-I relation is con-

However, as the requirement for admissible quality communication becomes more stringent (i.e., as

θ

increases for

N ), the spectrum requirement using CT remains invariant
since these constraints depend only on ds , and are independent
of θ . On the other hand, the spectrum requirement using IT
increases with θ since the level of permissible co-channel
xed

interference decreases and hence, channel re-use is reduced.
To better quantify spectrum efciency, we dene the following metric,

ηC,N,θ :
ηC,N,θ =

NumChC,N,θ

in [16]). Hence, the higher the value of

N

ηC,N,θ ,

the better the

and

θ

C.

in Fig. 5.

While the spectrum efciency achieved by using CT remains
almost invariant (≈ 2) with (N ,

θ),

in a wireless ofce scenario. While this extends and builds on
the work in [18], the following differences are noted:
1) As opposed to binary transmitter-centric constraints, we
apply non-binary receiver-centric constraints that more

2) Instead of assuming continuously backlogged homo-

spectrum efciency that can be achieved with constraints
as a function of

At present, we are using these constraints to devise a
negotiated etiquette for CRs offering heterogeneous services

spectrum utilisation;

,

be supported by each channel (similar to the denition used

ηC,N,θ

users with different service requirements).

accurately models the interference, resulting in better

N

which evaluates the number of communication pairs that can

We plot

structed for different thresholds (i.e. supporting heterogeneous

geneous users, we consider a highly dynamic trafc
model for users that operate over a number of dissimilar
services (each requiring different minimum C-I levels
and having different effective bandwidths).
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